
 

To: Katharine Friesen 

From: Moe Blumes 

October 30, 2020 

Subject: Revised Tariff pages – Orders G-271-20 & G-272-20 

Introduction: I have attached each of the updated three Tariff pages incorporating each of the changes 

contemplated in our email exchange with one additional change – that adding a s to Application in the 

second line of the first asterisk.  I provide these to your office by email and have, as well, filed them and 

this note on the Commission web site to achieve two objectives:  

- the first to ensure Stargas understands its handling of the rate changes, once the 

Commission has ruled (an example follows)  

- the second to offer a possible alternative that if accepted would alter the phrasing in the 

first asterisk of each of the amended tariff pages 

Example – Should Commission approvals be available for the utility’s February billing  (decisions on each 

of Commodity and Delivery before February 12th, 2021) and assuming  commodity & delivery rates of 

$7.87 and $4.59 approved (for example purposes those currently contemplated within the Applications) 

, Stargas would, in accord with the Orders be entitled to recover from ratepayers, with interest, $77,995 

(being the $3.89 increase from $3.98 to $7.87) reduced in accord with G-272-20 by $23,659 in delivery 

revenues charged in excess of those approved (being the decrease from the $5.77 charged to $4.59). 

Stargas notes its undertaking to update its cost estimates on receipt of the first round of Commission 

interrogatories but presents this analysis to confirm its understanding that it would, under the fact 

pattern reflected in the following tables, be entitled to recover commodity costs of $77,995 from 

ratepayers reduced by its obligation to refund $23,659 to its ratepayers in respect of the excess of 

delivery revenues charged versus those allowed. 

Current forecast: Commodity costs unrecovered  

  Revenue Revenue    Total   

  Total Total 
Per 
GJ Shell Fortis Gas Cost GCVA Delta 

 Oct-20 GJ's $$$  (Gas) (Transport)  ($57,820) $3.89 

Forecast Nov-20 4,750.0 $18,905 $3.98 $18,503 $11,722 $30,225 ($69,140) $18,478 

Forecast Dec-20 7,600.0 $30,248 $3.98 $31,447 $14,233 $45,680 ($84,572) $29,564 

Forecast Jan-21 7,700.0 $30,646 $3.98 $33,028 $14,479 $47,506 ($101,432) $29,953 

Forecast Feb-21 7,250.0 $57,058 $7.87 $30,512 $14,082 $44,594 ($88,969)  
Forecast Mar-21 5,500.0 $43,285 $7.87 $23,147 $12,541 $35,687 ($81,371)  
Forecast Apr-21 3,500.0 $27,545 $7.87 $11,509 $10,779 $22,288 ($76,114)  
Forecast May-21 2,200.0 $17,314 $7.87 $7,234 $9,634 $16,868 ($75,668)  
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Forecast Jun-21 1,450.0 $11,412 $7.87 $4,768 $8,973 $13,741 ($77,997)  
Forecast Jul-21 1,250.0 $9,838 $7.87 $4,110 $8,797 $12,907 ($81,067)  
Forecast Aug-21 1,250.0 $9,838 $7.87 $4,110 $8,797 $12,907 ($84,137)  
Forecast Sep-21 2,200.0 $17,314 $7.87 $7,234 $9,634 $16,868 ($83,690)  
Forecast Oct-21 3,600.0 $28,332 $7.87 $11,838 $10,867 $22,705 ($78,063) $77,995 

  48,250.0 $301,733  $187,439 $134,537 $321,976   

  

Current forecast: Delivery revenue to be refunded 

Total Total Per GJ Delta

Oct-20 GJ's $$$ $1.18

Forecast Nov-20 4,750.0 $27,408 $5.77 $5,605

Forecast Dec-20 7,600.0 $43,852 $5.77 $8,968

Forecast Jan-21 7,700.0 $44,429 $5.77 $9,086

Forecast Feb-21 7,250.0 $33,278 $4.59 $0

Forecast Mar-21 5,500.0 $25,245 $4.59 $0

Forecast Apr-21 3,500.0 $16,065 $4.59 $0

Forecast May-21 2,200.0 $10,098 $4.59 $0

Forecast Jun-21 1,450.0 $6,656 $4.59 $0

Forecast Jul-21 1,250.0 $5,738 $4.59 $0

Forecast Aug-21 1,250.0 $5,738 $4.59 $0

Forecast Sep-21 2,200.0 $10,098 $4.59 $0

Forecast Oct-21 3,600.0 $16,524 $4.59 $0

48,250.0 $245,127 $23,659  

Stargas would, if its understanding correct, include in its February billing adjustments to each of the 

commodity and delivery rates billed November through January resulting in, before interest added, a 

net adjustment of $77,995 less $23,659 = $54,336. 

Discussion of a possible Alternative: The Commission requires Stargas to maintain its existing rates until 

revised commodity and delivery rates have been ruled upon. While the adoption of interim rates, 

effective November 1, 2020 would have ameliorated the impact of a single extra billing, Stargas 

recognizes that multiple changes in rates ill advised. However, Stargas is concerned that in the current 

pandemic environment, that the quantum of the amount to be “extra” billed will be a hardship to both 

residential and commercial ratepayers. Should the net amount to be recovered exceed $30,000, 

($54,336 in the following example) Stargas suggests that the amount be captured in a Regulatory 

Account and recovered over 36 months with interest at the utility’s weighted average cost of debt 

(WACD).  

Respectfully Submitted 

M.A. (Moe) Blumes 
President, Stargas 
 




